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To my knowledge this is the first time I can't figure out what the song is. CD (1999) : KEVON
EDMONDS / 24/7.. I'll be driving my car and suddenly hear it and can't find that song. be the best
remix album in the history of Hip Hop." But after a lengthy listening .The KMT-nominated
presidential candidate has repeatedly called for the youth to vote in the November 26 elections. Pan-
blue supporters in Taiwan gathered on Saturday to protest against what they perceive as the KMT’s
disregard for young voters. Photo: Micky Ma via Facebook. “The youth must vote, it’s the basic and
sacred responsibility of the youth,” said one protester, Ming Kung. “The KMT is telling us to do
something, they are saying that we should vote, but when we vote, no matter who we vote for, it will
be still the same old politics, it has not changed anything.” While Ming Kung’s sentiment seems to
be shared by many young demonstrators, the KMT has been issuing repeatedly through the years
that young voters are free to abstain from voting. In the 2016 presidential and legislative elections,
President Tsai Ing-wen issued a warning to young voters, saying that they “shouldn’t care about who
gets elected.” “Although the elections are held on the 26th, you should not think that by abstaining
from voting you will also make progress,” Tsai said. In 2015, the KMT even went so far as to instruct
voters to throw their ballots into envelopes that would be destroyed without them. Related: But it
seems like the KMT will have to reconsider its current stance. On Saturday, student leader Elwin
Sun, who was detained earlier this year during a protest, told the crowds that they must elect
President Tsai. “You should vote because the youth have no power, and you should vote to show the
older generation that we have power,” Sun said. “We are not afraid of elections. We will continue to
take action,” Sun added. Sources: Next TV News, Radio Taiwan InternationalQ: 2d world movement
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